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Gaining Rank
It has come to our attention that Rank Challenges are hard to perform and that many of the players 
who should have higher ranks have not been able to Challenge, so we are revamping how these 
challenges are run.

You must wait one month per rank level you are trying for. Once you have done so, you may speak 
with your pack Storyteller or Staff if you believe your character should gain a rank. At this point the 
Staff or your Pack Storyteller may turn you down.  You may not take a rank challenge if your 
character is still temp approved.

You must submit Experience Point Expenditures, you may leave a maximum of 20 points on the 
sheet, before your challenge will be set. 

The Staff and Pack Storyteller 1(should you have one), will take your character and come up with 
three challenges based upon your character's strength, weaknesses and their place in Garou 
Society.  

The Three Challenges will be set and e-mailed to you. You will then have a week to research any 
bonuses you may have for the challenge. You may spend willpower on one of your three tests, but 

1 If you do not have a Pack Storyteller the Staff will fill in, however they will not go over the head of your Pack 
Storyteller.



only one.

You will roll these challenges; you must reach a number of successes equal to the Rank you are 
shooting for, in each of the rolls. If you succeed then you will gain the rank, should you fail you may 
retest again at a later date.

When retesting you must wait a number of weeks equal to the number of successes you missed the
mark by. The Challenges will not change.

Should you fail due to not utilizing gifts, totem benefits, or specialties, you must wait the allotted 
period of time to retry, there will not be re-rolls. 

 



What Rank Means
Here is the interpretation of  What having certain ranks means, please look at them to determine if your
character fits with the rank above you before challenging.

Cliath: Rank One

Right out of their Rite of Passage, the tribe will have given the new cub all the information they can and then 
thrown them at the spirits. If the Werewolf Grew up in Garou Culture then they will be sent to Rite of Passage 
immediately.

This means Claiths can go anywhere from knowing the legends of old and having a vast knowledge to only 
understand the basics of the Litany and WYRM Bad.

Cliaths are all still learning this can mean learning what Garou and Garou culture is about or learning how their 
bodies work and operate.

Fostern: Rank Two

A Fostern has proven that they understand the general Garou culture, the litany and how a pack works.

This means that the character has had enough time to make actions so that they have the renown. A Fostern can 
still not entirely fit in with their tribe and be working on their tribal culture.

In most respects, a Fostern should not need their hand held.

Adren: Rank Three

An Adren is comfortable with their Tribe and has had time to show they excel at their Auspice. An Adren is 
regarded as a Hero and has the right expect to be respected as such. Being comfortable with your tribe could 
mean for example being a Get of Fenris who as a Cliath felt all metis should be treated equally, now feels that 
honourable warriors should be treated with respect they have earned, metis or not. (a subtle change one means 
not having to prove anything, the other means everyone has to prove everything.)

A character who is uncomfortable with their tribe could not reach this rank; a Garou who doesn't fit should 
switch tribes to reach their full potential, or risk becoming labelled as Ronin.

Athro: Rank Four

The Garou has showing themselves to be an established of their tribe and a great member of their tribe, they 
have heroic actions and lived to talk about it. Galliards and kinfolk bards pay close attention to their deeds.

These are true tribal heroes.

Elder: Rank Five2

The highest rank that can be earned; not only has the garou showing they are a hero who has the ideals of their 
tribe, but proven time and time again that they are a hero. Garou who achieve the rank of Elder are a shining 
example to the Nation of how to be one of Gaia's honoured warriors.

2 The thing that makes someone the ideal Garou for their tribe doesn't necessarily mean that they have 
to act like their elders believe or what other players believe. Please contact your ST and even the 
Storytelling staff if you want to have an open discussion of what makes your character and ideal for 
their tribe. 



Auspice Roles

Ragabash

The Ragabash is the most important member of the pack because they keep the pack from becoming 
complacent. They look for weaknesses in the pack and poke at them so that they can be filled and play 
devils advocate to make sure that nothing is being over looked in the plan they are coming up with. 
Nothing helps people to understand why they are doing something then being asked.

Theurge

The Theurge is the most important part of the pack because they help the spiritual side of the pack 
seeing to the pack totem managing the abilities it gives the pack. The Theurge helps the group when 
they are in the spirit world with their ability to navigate and know what the denizens of the Umbra 
might require for safe passage.

Philodox

The Philodox is the most important member of the pack because they not only interpret the Litany for 
the pack (writing their version down and submitting it to the Pack ST.) but they also help to smooth 
over pack conflicts and get everyone to work as a team.

Galliard

The Galliard is the most important part of the pack because they chronicle what the pack has done 
(Earning the renown for the pack at moots) but also deal mainly in communication giving the pack 
news from other packs and information from the Sept.

Ahroun

The Ahroun is the most important part of the pack because despite all the other job necessary to run a 
pack fighting the wyrm is still the primary goal. The Ahroun takes this burden on completely so that 
others can specialize in their needed duties and know they will always have someone who has their 
back.
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